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     Overall, I found the OEHHA Draft Public Health Goal for Nitrate and Nitrite in 
Drinking Water to be very well written and a useful summary of the scientific evidence 
concerning the health hazards associated with nitrate and nitrite in drinking water.  
However, I did find that the review of the human studies fell short in certain respects, 
and I question the basis for the proposed Public Health Goal (PHG) of 45 ppm for 
reasons discussed below. 
     I am particularly concerned that the proposed PHG of 45 ppm (10 mg/L of nitrogen) 
of nitrate and 3 mg/L of nitrite is not sufficiently protective for adverse effects in children 
for several reasons. The PHG is based on the assumption that there is a no adverse 
effect level (NOAEL) of 45 ppm for nitrate, and that there is an uncertainty factor (UF) of 
one (i.e. no uncertainty). The justification for the UF of 1 presented in the documents is 
that it was based on “human data” data in the most sensitive population (i.e. infants and 
children).  I believe this justification is inadequate. The U.S. EPA guidelines for 
assessing health risk of environmental exposures to children (U.S. EPA 2006) 
recommends that an intraspecies uncertainty factor (UFH) of 10 be used to account for 
“variation in susceptibility among the members of the human population (i.e., 
interindividual or intraspecies variability)” (U.S. EPA 2006). The OEHHA guidelines 
(Appendix II) appear to allow for a UFH factor of 1 when human study includes sensitive 
subpopulations (e.g. infants and children). However, even within children there is 
certainly variability in susceptibility. For example, the draft assessment states that 
“inherited metabolic disorders, such as a deficiency of NADH diaphorase (Kumar et al., 
1989) and genetically controlled deficiencies of the enzymes glucose-6-phosphate 
dehydrogenase or metHb reductase have also been described to cause 
methemoglobinemia”. It seems likely that children with these conditions might be 
particularly susceptible to the effects of nitrate in drinking water.  One cannot assume 
that the relatively small case reports that have been conducted have included children 
with these or other conditions that may make them more susceptible.   
    A NOAEL of 45 mg/L also seems to be highly uncertain. The draft proposal indicates 
that the NOEAL was based on two small and very old case reports (Bosch 1950 and 
Walton 1951) and one more recent cross-sectional study (Sadeq 2008). However, 
several other case reports cited in the review appear to have observed cases at levels 
below 45 mg/L. The study by Gupta (1999) reported metHB levels of 12.7% in infants 
(<1 year) exposed to 26 mg/L. The review dismisses these findings largely because 
there was no control group in this study. However, these levels appear to be remarkably 
high given background levels of metHB are generally < 2%. In the report by Knobeloch 



and Proctor (2001) one of the cases appears to have had exposure of < 25 mg/L.  
Given the limitations in the studies for methemoglobinemia, one could also argue that 
another uncertainty factor could be applied for uncertainty in the database. All in all, it 
seems that some margin of safety should be applied in developing the proposed (and 
current) PHG. Common sense suggests that setting a PHG (45 mg/L) so close to the 
level at which there are known effects (50 mg/L) is not wise. What UF to use is largely a 
risk assessment policy decision but assuming a UF of 1 is clearly inappropriate.  
    I am also concerned that the review rejects all of the other endpoints (e.g. thyroid, 
reproductive and developmental effects and carcinogenicity) for consideration in 
developing the PHG. These endpoints were rejected due to “inconsistency among the 
studies, limitation of study designs, and the presence of confounding factors”. In 
general, there are almost always inconsistencies and limitations in the epidemiologic 
literature of environmental hazards. A careful review tries to determine if these 
inconsistencies can be explained by the study characteristics. In this respect, I believe 
the report failed in some areas of its review of the human studies. Of particular concern, 
is its review on developmental and reproductive toxicity. I believe that there is now very 
strong evidence of an association between nitrate in drinking water and the risk of 
central nervous system (CNS) birth defects and particularly for neural tube defects 
(NTD). An increased risk of CNS birth defects has been reported in four of the studies 
summarized in Table 9 (Arbuckle et al. 1988, Brender et al. 2004a, Croen et al. 2001 
and Dorsch et al. 1984). One of the studies listed in Table 9 was negative for NTDs 
(Ericson et al. 1988). However, the EPA review does not discuss that there are aspects 
of its study design that might explain their null findings. As noted in Table 9, this study 
was based on the earliest known maternal address and thus may have been subject to 
misclassification of exposures since many women move during their pregnancies. 
Furthermore, this study was relatively small (only 145 cases) and only presented crude 
findings that were not adjusted for any other potential risk factors.  The review also does 
not include the most recent and informative study performed to date by Brender et al. 
(2013). This population based case-control study reported a significant association and 
a linear trend between maternal ingestion of nitrate in drinking water and the risk of 
NTDs, limb deficiencies and oral cleft defects.  This study is notable because it is the 
first to include information on water consumption habits (e.g. use of bottled water) at 
work and at home. The study is also unique in that it included data on dietary sources of 
nitrate and nitrite, the use of nitrosatable drugs, and all major risk factors for birth 
defects. The biologic plausibility of the observed increased risk of CNS BD is supported 
by several experimental animal studies in which an increased risk of CNS birth defects 
with exposure to N-nitroso compounds has been observed (Givelber and DiPaolo 1969, 
Koyama et al. 1970 and Pfaffenroth et al. 1974). These experimental studies are 
relevant and should have been discussed in the document. 
     The findings from the most recent study by Brender et al. (2013) along with the 
previous epidemiologic and toxicological studies provide strong evidence of an 
increased risk of CNS birth defects from maternal consumption of water contaminated 
with nitrate. It is always difficult to infer causality from observational studies. However, I 
have participated in many IARC evaluations for carcinogenicity and I believe that the 
evidence for CNS birth defects from in utero exposure to nitrate meets their criteria for 
sufficient evidence in human studies, which is that a positive association has been 



observed “in which chance, bias and confounding could be ruled out with reasonable 
confidence”. I would strongly urge the Cal EPA to reconsider the evidence for this 
endpoint and whether this endpoint might be used as an alternative basis for their 
assessment of risk. 
     I am also aware of a few relevant publications that were not discussed in the section 
on reproductive and developmental effects. Two of these are very recent publications 
one of which I authored (Stayner et al. 2017) and the other that is a doctoral dissertation 
by one of my students (Almberg et al. 2017). In both studies, we found evidence of an 
association between nitrate in drinking water and the risk of very low birth weight. The 
third study is a publication   by Migeot et al. (2103) which reported an association 
between nitrate in drinking water and the risk of being small for gestational age. While it 
is understandable how the review could have missed the most recent papers from my 
research group it is more difficult to understand how it missed the paper by Migeot et al. 
(2013), and the other papers on birth defects cited above (Brender et al. 2013, Givelber 
and DiPaolo 1969, Koyama et al. 1970 and Pfaffenroth et al. 1974).  This raises 
questions about the thoroughness of the literature search and the approach used for 
this systematic review. The missing papers that I have identified are from the areas of 
research on this topic that I am the most familiar with, and it is quite possible that 
papers are missing from other areas. Judging from the reference list it appears that the 
review only included papers published before 2015. The document should at least 
mention the literature search strategy and criteria used for selecting papers for review. 
    Finally, I am aware of a few recent epidemiologic studies on bladder cancer (Jones et 
al. 2016 and 2017) and colon cancer (Espejo-Herrera et al. 2016) that showed a 
positive association with nitrate in drinking water that were not included in this review. I 
am also aware of another study on colon cancer and nitrate in drinking water that 
should be published in the next few months.  
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